. The purpose of the current study was to investigate the generation of triphasic EMG bursts for movements of different amplitudes. In experiment 1, participants performed rapid elbow extension movements to 20°and 60°targets, and on some trials, a startling acoustic stimulus (SAS), which is thought to trigger prepared motor commands at short latency, was delivered at the onset of AG1. For short movements, this perturbation elicited ANT and AG2 early, suggesting the agonist and antagonist bursts may have been programmed independently. In contrast, the same manipulation did not disrupt EMG timing parameters for the long movements, raising the possibility that ANT and AG2 were not fully programmed in advance of movement onset. In experiment 2, an SAS was delivered later in the movement, which produced early onset of both ANT and AG2. We propose that the triphasic pattern is executed serially but believe the trigger signal for initiating the ANT burst occurs not in relation to the AG1 burst, but rather in close temporal proximity to the expected onset of ANT.
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY OF MUSCLES for a single-joint movement was first described almost 90 years ago by Kurt Wacholder, a German physiologist, and his assistant, Hans Altenburger (Wachholder and Altenburger 1926; for a translation and interpretation, see Sternad and Corcos 2001) . Slow movement was characterized by continuous activity in the participating muscles, whereas rapid movement displayed a stereotypical phasic pattern with two agonist bursts separated by a single antagonist burst. Since its discovery using fast single-joint isotonic movements, the triphasic electromyographic (EMG) pattern has been investigated extensively in both healthy and clinical populations (for a review see Berardelli et al. 1996) . It has also been observed in isometric actions (e.g., Corcos et al. 1990; Gordon and Ghez 1984) and in muscles involved with multiple-joint movements (e.g., Wadman et al. 1980) . Ballistic self-terminated movements begin with a burst of activity in the agonist muscle (AG1), functioning to accelerate the limb toward the target. AG1 is sometimes followed shortly (ϳ10 ms after onset) by an initial period of coactivation in the antagonist muscle, which may aid in terminating acceleration (Cooke and Brown 1990; Hallett and Marsden 1979) . Near the end of AG1, a distinct burst in the antagonist muscle (ANT) appears. The ANT generates a braking effort to stop movement near the target, but often the force generated is large enough to cause a slight reversal in displacement. Any terminal oscillations are counteracted by a final burst in the agonist muscle (AG2), usually occurring around peak displacement.
Despite a considerable number of experiments that have investigated this triphasic pattern of muscle activity, the processes and structures involved in its production are not well understood (Hallett 2012) . Early work argued that the pattern is generated by a combination of central programming and myotatic reflexes (see DISCUSSION in Hallett et al. 1975 ), but there is also evidence to suggest that the majority of the triphasic pattern is produced centrally. As an example, all three bursts are still present in deafferented patients (Cooke et al. 1985; Hallett et al. 1975; Rothwell et al. 1982) , and AG2 is preserved after blockade of the motor nerve innervating the antagonist muscle (Garland et al. 1972) . Further support for central rather than reflexive control of single-joint movement comes from experiments showing that the instructional set provided to the participant affects the triphasic pattern. For example, when the task does not require voluntary braking of movement, ANT activity is largely reduced (Gottlieb 2001; Mustard and Lee 1987; Waters and Strick 1981) . Similarly, when the instruction involves stopping a passively extended limb at a target, ANT and AG2 bursts are preserved, in the absence of AG1 (Chow et al. 2003) .
Although it is generally accepted that the triphasic pattern is produced centrally, considerable debate surrounds how the central nervous system plans single-joint movements. Because various EMG parameters covary with movement kinematics, much of the argument has centered on whether movement is planned in terms of desired kinematic characteristics (e.g., Brown and Cooke 1990; Cooke and Brown 1990) , shifts in limb equilibrium position (e.g., Feldman and Levin 1995) , or directly in terms of muscle activation patterns (Gottlieb 1998) . Although the issue remains unresolved, Gottlieb and colleagues have described consistent "strategies" by which the excitatory input onto the motoneuron pools of antagonist mus-cle pairs may be controlled (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1989a Gottlieb et al. , 1989b . "Fast and accurate" movements (or in the absence of instructional constraint; Gottlieb et al. 1990 ) to targets of varying distance are modified by adjusting only the durations and latencies of these excitatory pulses. Referred to as the "speed-insensitive" strategy, the observed effect on agonist EMG activity is a varied duration but constant initial rise rate of the AG1 burst. Antagonist EMG is similarly modified, with the ANT burst having a constant initial rise but varied latency and duration (Gottlieb et al. 1989a (Gottlieb et al. , 1992 . Under this strategy, EMG patterns change in a stereotypical manner, with movements of progressively larger amplitude performed with a longer AG1 burst and a delayed ANT onset. 1 Although a large body of the research literature on the triphasic EMG pattern has focused on how the pattern changes with various task parameters (e.g., distance, speed, or movement time), less is known about how the three bursts are programmed and initiated. One technique that has been used to investigate this issue is the paradigm known as movement blocking (Latash and Gottlieb 1991; Wadman et al. 1979) . In these experiments, participants perform rapid elbow movements to targets of varying distance. On certain trials, the intended movement is unexpectedly obstructed (blocked). EMG patterns from blocked trials (where movement did not occur) are compared with those obtained from unblocked trials. Both Latash and Gottlieb (1991) and Wadman et al. (1979) reported that a triphasic pattern was still present on blocked trials and that the first 100 ms of EMG were unchanged, as if movement had actually occurred. Wadman et al. (1979) concluded (for short movements) that the entire triphasic EMG pattern was prepared in advance as a unit and once initiated was carried out largely uninfluenced by proprioceptive feedback for at least the first 100 ms. However, in the programming of larger amplitude movements, where ANT onset normally occurred later than 100 ms after AG1, it was reported that this burst was absent on blocked trials (Chua et al. 2000; Wadman et al. 1979) . Two possibilities were suggested to explain this effect: either 1) the ANT burst was prepared in advance (with AG1) but there was a enough time for feedback processes to intervene and terminate the remainder of action before ANT initiation, or 2) the ANT was not prepared in advance but instead was programmed and initiated online (on movement trials) while the limb was already in motion.
Considerable evidence now suggests that the AG1 burst is generated by primary motor cortex. Both single-cell studies in behaving primates and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies in humans have shown increased motor cortical excitability prior to the onset of agonist EMG activity (Chen et al. 1998; Lamarre et al. 1981 Lamarre et al. , 1983 MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) . In contrast, the role of motor cortex in the generation of the ANT is not known. For instance, recordings from motor cortical neurons that fired in association with agonist activity had a decreased firing rate when that same muscle functioned as the antagonist (Lamarre et al. 1981 (Lamarre et al. , 1983 . Similarly, MacKinnon and Rothwell (2000) found that motor cortex excitability increased just before EMG onset when a wrist flexor acted as AG1, but when the same muscle functioned as the ANT (wrist extension), changes in excitability were absent. These authors concluded that the ANT burst was likely prepared separately and initiated subcortically. In a follow-up study, Irlbacher et al. (2006) investigated the effects of carefully timed (TMS induced) cortical inhibition during production of the triphasic pattern. When the cortical silent period occurred within the first 30 -40 ms of AG1, onset of the ANT was delayed, but relative timing between ANT and AG2 was preserved. If the silent period occurred during the first 30 -40 ms of the ANT, AG2 was delayed. However, when the silent period was timed to occur outside of the critical first 40 ms of a muscle burst, the subsequent bursts remained unaffected. It was proposed that tonic cortical outflow was needed to maintain excitability of a noncortical system (e.g., cerebellum), which ultimately produced the ANT. Therefore, each muscle burst of the triphasic pattern appeared to be executed serially, with primary motor cortex generating the trigger signal for a burst 30 -40 ms into the previous burst. It should be noted that these conclusions were based on data from wrist movements of relatively short amplitude. Because the ANT and AG2 bursts normally occur later for longer movements, it is unclear whether this critical 30-to 40-ms trigger window holds for movements of all amplitudes.
The purpose of the current study was to determine if a critical time window exists in which the antagonist muscle response can be elicited early, because this would provide additional support for independent preparation of the components of the triphasic pattern. We used a startling acoustic stimulus (SAS) to elicit the early response and used different amplitude movements to determine if the time course of this critical window was affected by movement distance. Previous literature has shown that replacing an imperative stimulus with a loud sound (Ͼ120 dB) in a simple reaction time (RT) paradigm results in both the elicitation of the startle response and the early initiation (Ͻ65 ms to EMG onset) of preprogrammed motor commands (known as the StartReact effect; Valldeoriola et al. 1998) . Despite occurring at short latency, the kinematics and EMG activation patterns of the prepared voluntary movement appeared mostly unaltered from control trials (for reviews see Carlsen et al. 2012; Rothwell 2006; Valls-Solé et al. 2008 ). To explain this StartReact effect, Alibiglou and MacKinnon (2012) and Carlsen et al. (2012) postulated that activation from structures involved in the startle reflex may have acted as an early trigger for the prepared movement. These authors argued that startle-related neural activity ascending from the reticular formation acted as a short latency trigger for the cortically stored prepared movement, by increasing neural activation above a trigger threshold. Because the initiation of each triphasic burst is thought to depend on output from primary motor cortex (Irlbacher et al. 2006 ) and the triggering effect of startle is thought to act on motor cortex (Alibiglou and MacKinnon 2012; Carlsen et al. 2012) , we reasoned that carefully timed SAS pulses might probe generation of the components of the triphasic pattern. Early elicita-1 The second strategy, termed "speed sensitive," is employed for movements with either an explicit timing/velocity goal or an implicit accuracy constraint (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1989b) . Different movement speeds are attained by modifying intensity of the excitatory pulses. This is reflected in the EMG pattern by a constant duration but larger initial rise rate of agonist activity for faster movements. Antagonist latency is proportional to total movement time, but the initial rise rate also increases with movement speed. Because EMG bursts performed under this strategy (in the case of slower movements) can appear of smaller amplitude (thus making it more difficult to determine onset/offset times) or disappear altogether (in the case of AG2), the present investigations were restricted to movements performed under the speed-insensitive strategy.
tion of the ANT would suggest that this burst is generated separately (from AG1) and that structures involved in its control are activated to a sufficient level (for early trigger) at the time of SAS delivery.
Participants in experiment 1 performed ballistic elbow extension movements to short (20°) and long (60°) targets. On random trials, we delivered a SAS at AG1 onset, to examine preparation of the ANT and AG2 muscle bursts. If the entire triphasic pattern was prepared in advance and executed as a unit, the SAS was not expected to have any effects on the timing of the ongoing movement. Alternatively, if the ANT was programmed independently from AG1, and the output of each burst was dependent on cortical activity during production of the previous muscle burst, we hypothesized that an appropriately timed SAS would prematurely trigger the ANT (and AG2 bursts). By using movements of different amplitudes, we examined how the interval between AG1 and ANT might affect preparation of the ANT burst. Irrespective of amplitude, if ANT was already prepared at AG1 onset, we expected an early ANT initiation for both movements. Alternatively, if the timing of ANT preparation changed with movement amplitude, we expected a differential effect of the SAS, depending on movement amplitude.
The short movement results of experiment 1 were consistent with and supportive of the work by Irlbacher et al. (2006) ; however, the findings did not generalize to the long movement, suggesting the critical time window for the next muscle burst may be dependent on the relative EMG timing between bursts. Therefore, in experiment 2 we furthered our investigation of serial triphasic execution by altering the time of SAS delivery in long movements. Participants performed ballistic elbow extension movements only to a 60°target. To examine whether the critical window determining onset of antagonist activity is related to the expected onset of the ANT, we delivered the SAS at a set interval (70 ms) before each participant's anticipated ANT onset. The interval of 70 ms was chosen primarily because it was a similar interval that was successful in probing ANT readiness for the short movement in experiment 1. It is interesting to note that for long movement control trials in the first experiment, we found large between-participant variability in the AG1-ANT interval (SD of ϳ20 ms). Variability on the short trials was much smaller (SD of ϳ7 ms). To control for this variability and also test whether the pertinent variable in which a SAS could independently trigger antagonist activity is related to expected onset of the ANT, a SAS was delivered relative to each participant's average ANT latency.
METHODS

Experiment 1
Participants. Fifteen right-handed subjects, free of any upper body abnormalities (including sensory or motor dysfunctions) and hearing issues, participated in experiment 1 after providing informed written consent. However, only data from 10 participants (7 men, 3 women; mean age of 24 Ϯ 4 yr) were used in the final analysis (4 participants did not display a consistent startle reflex, and 1 participant failed to exhibit the StartReact effect; see Carlsen et al. 2011 for detection and classification guidelines). The experiment was approved by the University of British Columbia ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines set forth by the Declaration of Helsinki.
Apparatus. Participants sat in a height-adjustable chair facing a 22-in. color monitor (Acer X223W, 75-Hz refresh) resting on a table. The right arm of each participant was placed in a lightweight manipulandum attached to the table on the right side of the monitor. The manipulandum's axis of rotation was positioned such that it aligned with the participant's right elbow joint and restricted movement to flexion and extension in the horizontal plane. The arm was secured with Velcro straps and the hand placed in a semisupinated position to grasp onto a vertical metal rod at the end of the manipulandum. The start position of the arm was located such that a 30°extension movement resulted in the arm being straight in front of the participant (i.e., perpendicular to the monitor) and was defined as 0°. Targets were placed on the table top at 20°and 60°of extension from the home position and remained visible throughout the duration of the experiment.
Task and stimuli. All trials began with a warning tone (80.0 Ϯ 2.0 dB, 100 ms, 100 Hz) presented simultaneously with a visual precue in the form of text displayed on the monitor. The text specified the appropriate movement amplitude and read either "Short (20°)" or "Long (60°)." Presentation of a visual imperative stimulus (IS; 12-cm-diameter green circle) followed the warning tone by a randomly generated foreperiod of 2,500 -3,500 ms. Participants were instructed to "look straight ahead at the monitor" and "respond to the IS by extending their right arm to the appropriate target as fast and as accurately as possible." To encourage advance preparation of an accurate movement, participants were rewarded $0.05 (CDN) per trial for a fast reaction and $0.05 for an accurate peak displacement (Ϯ3°f rom the appropriate target). Displacement and RT feedback were displayed on the monitor for 3 s following each trial. On selected trials, an auditory signal was delivered either simultaneously with the IS or time-locked to AG1 onset. In this latter condition the signal was triggered at the point where rectified raw EMG activity first increased to more than 5 SD above baseline (mean of 100 ms of EMG activity preceding the imperative stimulus). The auditory signals (1,000 Hz, 40-ms duration, Ͻ1-ms rise time) were either a control acoustic stimulus (80.0 Ϯ 0.3 dB) or an SAS (124.0 Ϯ 0.3 dB). All auditory signals were generated by a customized computer program, amplified, and presented behind the head of the participant. Sound intensity was verified using a sound level meter (Cirrus Research model CR:252B; impulse setting, A-weighted scale) placed 30 cm from the loudspeaker (same distance to the ears of the participant).
Participants performed in a single testing session that lasted ϳ1 h. After electrode placement, each participant performed 5-10 selfpaced trials to each target, and the experimenter ensured the presence of the triphasic EMG pattern. Confident with electrode placement, participants then performed a maximal voluntary contraction (at 30°o f elbow flexion) of the triceps brachii (agonist) and biceps brachii (antagonist). Next, participants performed 9 practice trials and a block of 38 testing trials to one target, followed by 9 practice trials and a block of 38 testing trials to the other target (order counterbalanced, 5-min rest period in between). In the practice conditions, presentation of trials was random and included 3 VIS (visual IS only) trials, 3 AUD GO trials [auditory control (80.0 dB) stimulus presented simultaneously with the IS], and 3 AUD AG1 trials (80.0-dB stimulus presented at AG1 onset). During test trials each block included 10 VIS trials, 10 AUD GO trials, 10 AUD AG1 trials, 4 SAS GO trials [auditory startle (124.0 dB) stimulus presented simultaneously with the IS], and 4 SAS AG1 trials (124.0 dB stimulus presented at AG1 onset). Trial presentation order was pseudorandomized, with the stipulation that the SAS trials did not occur on subsequent trials or in the first three trials of each block.
Recording equipment. Preamplified surface electrodes were used to collect EMG data from the following four muscles: right lateral head of the triceps brachii (agonist), right long head of the biceps brachii (antagonist), and right and left sternocleidomastoid (SCM; startle indicator). Shielded cabling connected the electrodes to an external amplifier system (Delsys model DS-80), and a ground electrode was attached to the right ulnar styloid process. Recording sites were shaved, scrubbed, and cleansed to reduce electrical impedance. Electrodes were oriented parallel to the muscle fibers and attached using double-sided adhesive tape. At the manipulandum's axis of rotation, a potentiometer (Precision model MD157) was used to measure angular displacement. A customized LabView (National Instruments) computer program controlled stimulus and feedback presentation. All signals were digitally sampled at 1,000 Hz (National Instruments, PCI-MIO-16E-1), and EMGs were bandpass filtered between 20 and 450 Hz for 3 s beginning 500 ms before the IS.
Data reduction. Data analysis was restricted to the testing trials only (practice trials were excluded from analysis). A total of 93 of the 760 trials were omitted (12.2%). Reasons for discarding trials included very long RTs (i.e., inattention, 36 trials), or very short RTs (i.e., anticipation, 17 trials). These trials were determined by calculating the means and SD of agonist onset times for each condition, within each participant. The criterion was set such that trials greater than or less than 2 SD from the respective mean were discarded. We also removed trials with errorful movements (e.g., no movement, an exceptionally long movement time, or non-SAS trials with an initial peak displacement Ͼ10°from required target, 8 trials). SAS trials were omitted if no positive startle response (defined as SCM activity within 120 ms of the stimulus, 4 trials) was detected. An additional 28 AUD AG1 trials were removed for incorrect trigger of the auditory stimulus (Ͼ15 ms from AG1 onset). After removal of these trials, the mean stimulus onset was 3.6 (Ϯ3.7) ms after AG1 onset. Because all discarded trials were identified offline during data analysis, they could not be repeated during the experiment.
Dependent measures. Surface EMG burst onsets were defined as the point at which the rectified raw EMG first began a sustained rise above baseline levels (the calculated mean of activity for 100 ms preceding the IS on a trial-by-trial basis). The location of this point was determined by displaying the EMG on a computer monitor with a superimposed line indicating the time at which activity increased to more than 5 SD above baseline. Onset was verified by visually locating and adjusting (if necessary) the onset marker to the point at which activity first began a sustained rise above baseline. This methodology allowed for correction of errors due to the strictness of the algorithm. A similar method was used to mark EMG offset. Premotor RT was defined as the interval from presentation of the imperative signal to onset of agonist activity. AG1 Q30 was defined as the integrated area (mV·ms) of the first 30 ms of rectified raw agonist activity. Although the EMG burst durations and interburst intervals were our primary measures of interest, presenting the SAS at AG1 onset for the short (20°) movement often disrupted activity in the agonist muscle. Specifically, AG2 was compressed into the AG1 burst, and we could not accurately mark AG1 offset or AG2 onset (for a detailed description see RESULTS and DISCUSSION). Therefore, it was not possible to determine AG1 duration, AG2 duration, AG1-AG2 interval, or the ANT-AG2 interval. For the short movement, we restricted quantitative EMG analysis to the AG1-ANT interval and ANT duration. Similar disruption of agonist activity did not occur for the long movement; therefore, we could quantitatively analyze all burst durations and interburst intervals.
In terms of kinematic measures, we chose to analyze peak displacement and time to peak displacement, relative to displacement onset. Displacement onset was defined as the first point of change that was Ͼ0.2°of angular displacement from the starting position following IS presentation. Peak displacement was determined as the first zero crossing of velocity following displacement onset, and time to peak displacement was defined as the interval from displacement onset to peak displacement.
Statistical analysis. To ensure delivery of an 80.0-dB stimulus at AG1 onset had no effect on kinematics or patterns of muscle activation, we ran preliminary one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs on all dependent measures (within each movement amplitude), comparing the control conditions (VIS, AUD GO, and AUD AG1). With the exception of premotor RT, 2 we found no significant differences among the three control conditions (all P values Ͼ0.05). Confident that delivery of an 80.0-dB tone at AG1 onset did not disrupt EMG or kinematics, we refer in all subsequent analyses involving the "control" condition to 80.0-dB presentation at the IS (AUD GO).
Premotor RT was tested using a 2 (movement amplitude: short, long) ϫ 3 (stimulus timing: control, SAS GO, SAS AG1) repeatedmeasures ANOVA. The significant main effect for timing was interpreted with Tukey's honestly significant difference (HSD) test. A partial eta-squared ( 2 ) value is reported to convey effect size. To ensure our manipulation of movement amplitude (short, long) induced the desired change on the triphasic pattern, we also ran a preliminary analysis on selected variables (AG1 Q30, AG1 duration, and the AG1-ANT interval) for the control trials using paired-sample t-tests.
For the main statistical analysis we were not directly interested in how the dependent measures changed between movement amplitudes; therefore, variables were analyzed independently for the short and long movements. A priori Dunnett contrasts (see Glass and Hopkins 1996, p. 451) were used to compare the two SAS conditions (GO and AG1) with the control condition. The ␣ level for the entire experiment was set at 0.05.
Experiment 2
The methods for experiment 2 were identical to those for experiment 1 with the exceptions described below.
Participants. Fourteen right-handed subjects participated in experiment 2. Five of the participants were recruited from experiment 1 and nine were novel to studies in our laboratory. Only data from 11 participants (8 men, 3 women; mean age of 25 Ϯ 5 yr) were used in final analysis (3 participants did not display a consistent startle reflex).
Task and stimuli. Participants were told to "look straight ahead at the monitor" and "respond to the IS by extending their right arm to the long target as fast and as accurately as possible." On selected trials, an auditory signal was delivered either simultaneously with the IS, time-locked to AG1 onset, or at a set time interval (70 ms) before the estimated ANT onset. To determine the estimated ANT onset for the latter condition, a pretest block of movements was performed. After each pretest trial, the experimenter verified (and adjusted if necessary) the point at which rectified raw agonist and antagonist EMG activity increased to more than 5 SD above baseline. The estimated ANT onset was defined as the average AG1-ANT interval attained during the pretest block. During the testing blocks, auditory stimuli were delivered at a specified time after AG1 onset (to occur at 70 ms before the estimated ANT onset for each participant).
Participants performed a single testing session that lasted ϳ1.5 h. After flexion and extension MVC trials, 1 block of 15 practice trials consisting of the VIS condition was performed. This was followed by a pretest block of 25 VIS trials, which was used to determine a mean AG1-ANT time for stimulus delivery in testing blocks. After a 5-min rest, the testing trials began. Four testing blocks of 38 trials were performed. Each block consisted of 10 VIS trials, 10 AUD GO trials, and either 10 AUD AG1 or 10 AUD ANT-70 trials (80.0 dB presented 70 ms before expected ANT onset). Each testing block also contained 4 SAS GO trials and either 4 SAS AG1 or 4 SAS ANT-70 trials. Two blocks contained all the AG1 trials, and the other two contained all ANT-70 trials, an order that was counterbalanced between participants.
Data reduction. A total of 119 of the 1,672 testing trials were omitted (7.1%). Reasons for discarding trials included very long RTs (65 trials) or very short RTs (13 trials), errorful movements (4 trials), no SCM on SAS trials, and incorrect trigger of the auditory stimulus (30 trials) After removal of incorrect trigger trials, the mean stimulus onset for the AG1 trials was 2.6 (Ϯ2.6) ms after AG1 onset. Mean stimulus onset for ANT-70 trials was 68.1 (Ϯ1.8) ms before the expected ANT onset obtained from the pretest block.
Statistical analysis. Similarly to experiment 1, we confirmed that the 80.0-dB stimulus presented after the IS did not affect the muscle activation patterns. With the exception of premotor RT, which was shorter for AUD GO (than for the other 3 conditions), we found no other significant differences among the four control conditions (all P values Ͼ0.05). All subsequent analyses involving the "control" condition will refer to 80.0-dB presentation at the GO (AUD GO).
Premotor RT was tested using a one-factor (stimulus timing: control, SAS GO, SAS AG1, SAS ANT-70) repeated-measures ANOVA. In the main statistical analysis, planned Dunnett contrasts were used to compare the three SAS conditions (GO, AG1, and ANT-70) with the control condition.
RESULTS
Experiment 1
The StartReact effect was confirmed by the ANOVA on premotor RTs. A main effect for stimulus timing [F(2, 18) ϭ 146.26, P Ͻ 0.01, 2 ϭ 0.94] was found, and as expected, a Tukey HSD test showed that delivering an SAS with the IS elicited the response at short latency (M ϭ 84.8 ms) compared with control (M ϭ 118.6 ms). The post hoc test also showed that control trials (i.e., visual stimulus ϩ AUD GO) had a shorter premotor RT than those where a visual IS was followed by a SAS delivered at AG1 onset (M ϭ 169.1 ms; see footnote 2).
To ensure our manipulation of movement amplitude induced the desired EMG changes, preliminary t-tests confirmed that duration of the AG1 burst increased [t(9) ϭ 6.50, P Ͻ 0.01; 85.9 vs. 115.1 ms] and onset of the ANT burst occurred later [t(9) ϭ 7.62, P Ͻ 0.01; 69.8 vs. 109.1 ms] as larger movements were performed. Analysis of AG1 Q30 revealed the initial rise of the AG1 burst was not modulated to reach targets of different distance (P Ͼ 0.10). Confident that the participants employed the speed-insensitive strategy, we examined preparation of the triphasic pattern for movements to the two different target amplitudes.
Short (20°) movement. Presenting an SAS at AG1 onset for the short movement disrupted the triphasic pattern and associated kinematic profile (see Fig. 1 for averaged data from an exemplar participant as well as Fig. 2 for group mean EMG timing data in box plot form). The braking action provided by the ANT muscle burst and the clamping force generated by the AG2 burst were both triggered early (Fig. 1B, gray line) . The two agonist bursts appeared temporally compressed, making it difficult to determine where AG1 ended and AG2 began (see approximate location in Fig. 2 ). In addition to EMG modification, kinematic characteristics were also altered. Although participants reached the correct target, the early brake provided by the perturbed ANT resulted in an increased time to reach peak displacement (see Fig. 3A , solid gray line).
EMG TIMING MEASURES. A priori Dunnett contrasts were conducted on all quantifiable dependent measures to determine whether delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset (see Fig. 1B ) or at the IS (see Fig. 1A ) had any effect when compared with 80.0-dB delivery at the IS (control). Analysis of the AG1-ANT interval showed that delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset significantly shortened this interval (P Ͻ 0.01; M ϭ 49.8 ms) compared with control, but no significant difference existed between control (M ϭ 70.7 ms) and SAS GO (P Ͼ 0.10; M ϭ 69.8 ms).
Despite an early elicitation, SAS delivery at AG1 onset did not significantly modify duration of the ANT (P Ͼ 0.10) compared with control. Similarly, delivering a SAS at the IS did not significantly affect ANT duration (P Ͼ 0.10).
KINEMATIC MEASURES. Planned contrasts on peak displacement and time to peak displacement showed that delivering an SAS with the IS resulted in a significant overshoot of the target (P Ͻ 0.01; M ϭ 26.8°) and a decreased time to reach peak displacement (P Ͻ 0.05; M ϭ 121.1 ms) compared with control (peak displacement, M ϭ 22.3°; time to peak displacement, M ϭ Fig. 1 . Average displacement and electromyographic (EMG) data (low-pass Butterworth filtered at 150 Hz) from an exemplar participant for 4 movements under each condition to the 20°target. Horizontal axis is normalized to displacement onset (time 0). Vertical axis is normalized to percentage of maximum voluntary contraction (%MVC). Startle trials represent the 4 startling acoustic stimulus (SAS; 124 dB) trials for each respective condition. The 4 control trials were chosen (from a total 10 trials) to most closely represent the mean intra-and interburst intervals for this exemplar participant. A: SAS presented with the imperative stimulus (IS; SAS GO; gray) compared with the control stimulus (80 dB) presented with the IS (black). Note the similar burst durations and interburst intervals. See also how peak displacement was reached earlier despite a slight overshoot of the target. B: SAS presented at onset of burst activity in the agonist muscle (AG1; gray) compared with the control stimulus presented with the IS (black). Speaker symbol denotes SAS delivery at AG1 onset. Note how the burst in the antagonist muscle (ANT) was elicited early when the SAS was delivered at AG1 onset. Activity in the agonist was less clear, but it appeared the final burst in the agonist muscle (AG2) was also triggered early, merging into the end of AG1. See how peak displacement was reached later for startle trials.
ms)
. In comparison, delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset did not significantly modify peak displacement (M ϭ 21.8°) but did result in an increased time to peak displacement (M ϭ 165.2 ms) compared with control ( Fig. 3A ; note how the SAS GO condition overshot the 20°target but reached peak displacement earlier than control; also note how the SAS AG1 condition reached peak displacement later than control).
Long (60°) movement. In contrast to the effects of SAS presentation at AG1 onset for the short (20°) movement, the same manipulation had minimal impact on EMG timing for the long (60°) movement (see Fig. 4 for averaged data from an exemplar participant as well as Fig. 5 for group mean EMG timing data in box plot form). Kinematic features underwent minor modification on SAS trials with movements on these trials reaching peak displacement faster (see Fig. 3B ).
EMG TIMING MEASURES. Similar to the short movement analysis, preplanned Dunnett contrasts were conducted on all long movement dependent measures to determine whether delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset or at the IS had any effect when compared with control. Analysis of AG1 duration revealed that this burst was longer when an SAS was presented at AG1 onset (P Ͻ 0.02; M ϭ 127.8 ms), but no significant difference was found between SAS GO (P Ͼ 0.10; M ϭ 109.3 ms) and control (M ϭ 115.1 ms). ANT duration was found to be shorter for the SAS GO condition (P Ͻ 0.05; M ϭ 72.0 ms), but no significant difference was found between SAS AG1 (P Ͼ 0.10; M ϭ 80.1 ms) and control (M ϭ 83.6 ms). Among the remaining EMG timing variables and, importantly, the AG1-ANT interval, we found no significant differences (all P values Ͼ 0.10), suggesting delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset or at the IS had minimal impact on the timing structure of the triphasic EMG pattern responsible for the control of a long movement.
KINEMATIC MEASURES. Analysis of peak displacement revealed no significant differences between the SAS conditions and control. In contrast, time to peak displacement was significantly shorter than control (M ϭ 241.7 ms) for both SAS delivery times (SAS AG1, M ϭ 205.4 ms, P Ͻ 0.05; SAS GO, M ϭ 183.5 ms, P Ͻ 0.01) (Fig. 3B, solid and dashed gray lines, respectively).
Experiment 2
Evidence of the StartReact effect was revealed by the ANOVA on premotor RTs. A main effect for stimulus timing [F(3, 30) ϭ 135.04, P Ͻ 0.01, 2 ϭ 0.93] was found, and as expected, a Tukey HSD test confirmed that delivering an SAS with the IS elicited the response at short latency (M ϭ 87.8 ms) compared with control (M ϭ 122.0 ms). The post hoc analysis also showed that trials with SAS delivery at AG1 onset (M ϭ 175.5 ms) and 70 ms before ANT onset (M ϭ 173.1 ms) had longer premotor RTs than control, an effect we can attribute to intersensory facilitation at the IS.
Similarly to experiment 1, delivery of an SAS with the IS or at AG1 onset had minimal effect on EMG timing for a Fig. 3 . Group ensemble averaged displacement data for each of the respective conditions for experiment 1. A: short movement (20°target). Note how SAS delivery with the IS (SAS GO; dashed gray line) resulted in a shorter time to peak displacement and a significant overshoot of the target. Also see how SAS delivery at AG1 onset (solid gray line) increased time to peak displacement compared with control (black). B: long movement (60°target). All stimulus conditions reached the correct target, but both SAS conditions reduced time to peak displacement compared with control. Fig. 2 . Box plots of mean triphasic EMG configurations for the short (20°) movement. Box length represents duration of each EMG burst. Error bars correspond to SE of burst onsets and offsets. To account for reaction time (RT) differences between conditions, all data were time-locked to AG1 onset. *P Ͻ 0.05, significant differences in interburst timing compared with control (Dunnett's test). Control condition (80 dB presented at IS) is shown at top. Delivery of SAS at AG1 onset is shown at middle; note the early onset of ANT and AG2 (i.e., the dashed white line corresponds to the approximate location of AG2 onset). The SAS GO condition is shown at bottom; note that although premotor RT was significantly shortened, no significant change to interburst time was observed in this latter condition.
large-amplitude movement. The important finding from this experiment was that presenting an SAS 70 ms before the expected ANT onset led to early onset of the ANT and AG2 bursts, relative to AG1 (see Fig. 6 , gray line, and also Fig. 7) .
EMG timing measures. Planned Dunnett contrasts were used to determine whether delivery of an SAS at the IS, AG1 onset, or 70 ms before the estimated ANT onset had any effect when compared with delivery of 80.0 dB at the IS (control). Irrespective of delivery time, duration of the AG1 burst was not modified by the SAS (all P values Ͼ0.10). Duration of the ANT burst was only shortened for the SAS AG1 condition (P Ͻ 0.05; M ϭ 71.9 ms) compared with control (M ϭ 81.9 ms). Duration of AG2 was not different from control for any SAS condition (all P values Ͼ0.10). Examination of the interburst intervals revealed a time-dependent effect of the startle stimulus. An SAS delivered 70 ms before the expected ANT onset shortened both the AG1-ANT (P Ͻ 0.05; M ϭ 97.2 ms) and AG1-AG2 intervals (P Ͻ 0.01; M ϭ 147.9 ms) compared with control (AG1-ANT, M ϭ 108.9 ms; AG1-AG2, M ϭ 164.7 ms). Delivering an SAS with the IS or at AG1 onset had no significant effect on these intervals (all P values Ͼ0.10). Interestingly, for the ANT-AG2 interval, no significant differences were found between the three startle conditions and control (all P values Ͼ0.10). Collectively, these interburst timing results indicate that by eliciting the ANT burst early (for the SAS ANT-70 condition), the AG2 burst was also triggered early Fig. 4 . Average displacement and EMG data (low-pass Butterworth filtered at 150 Hz) from an exemplar subject for 4 movements to the 60°target. Horizontal axis is normalized to displacement onset (time 0). Vertical axis is normalized to %MVC. Startle trials represent the 4 SAS (124 dB) trials for each respective condition. The 4 control trials were chosen (from a total 10 trials) to most closely represent the mean intra-and interburst intervals for this participant. A: SAS presented with the IS (SAS GO; gray) compared with the control stimulus (80 dB) presented with the IS (black). Note the similar burst durations and interburst intervals. See also how peak displacement was reached earlier. B: SAS presented at AG1 onset (gray) compared with the control stimulus presented with the SI (black). Speaker symbol denotes SAS delivery at AG1 onset. Note the timing between bursts appears identical. Error bars correspond to SE of burst onsets and offsets. To account for RT differences between conditions, all data were time-locked to AG1 onset. Control condition (80 dB presented at IS) is shown at top, SAS delivery at AG1 onset at middle, and SAS GO condition at bottom. Note that there were no significant changes in interburst intervals compared with control for both SAS conditions. Fig. 6 . Average displacement and EMG data (low-pass Butterworth filtered at 150 Hz) from an exemplar subject for 8 movements to the 60°target. Horizontal axis is normalized to displacement onset (time 0). Vertical axis is normalized to %MVC. The SAS (124 dB) was presented at 70 ms before the anticipated ANT onset (gray) compared with the control stimulus (80 dB) presented with the IS (black). Startle trials represent the 8 SAS trials for each respective condition. The 8 control trials were chosen (from a total 40 trials) to most closely represent the mean intra-and interburst for this participant. Speaker symbol denotes SAS delivery time, ϳ70 ms before expected ANT onset. Note the ANT burst and AG2 bursts were elicited early on SAS trials. relative to AG1, but relative timing between ANT and AG2 appeared to be preserved.
DISCUSSION
The primary objective of experiment 1 was to determine whether a critical time window existed in which we could elicit an early response in the antagonist muscle, providing support for independent preparation of the triphasic EMG burst components. We found evidence for this critical time period for the short movement occurring near AG1 onset, but this did not generalize to the long movement. Our findings suggest that the ANT burst is generated separately (from AG1) and that the time course of its programming may occur differently for movements of different amplitudes.
Similar to previous work (see reviews by Carlsen et al. 2012; Rothwell 2006; Valls-Solé et al. 2008 ), a StartReact effect was observed when an SAS was presented with the IS; premotor RT was reduced from ϳ120 to ϳ85 ms while maintaining characteristics of the control movements. By time-locking delivery of an SAS to AG1 onset, we specifically aimed to examine generation of the triphasic EMG pattern underlying movement control. For the short movement (20°elbow extension), where the ANT burst normally occurred ϳ70 ms after AG1 onset, delivering an SAS at AG1 onset elicited the ANT ϳ20 ms earlier (see Fig. 1B ). Despite an earlier onset, the duration of this burst was not modified from control trials. Based on these results, the pattern of muscle activation may not be structured as a single entity, but rather the ANT may be programmed independently (from AG1) with initiation of the three bursts occurring serially. These results are consistent with the work by Irlbacher et al. (2006) , who hypothesized the first 30 -40 ms of one muscle burst are critical to determine onset time of the subsequent burst. By presenting the SAS at AG1 onset, we appeared to have influenced the critical ANT trigger window (for the 20°movement), as evidenced by the early ANT burst. Although the present experiment was not designed to directly examine AG2 generation (which would have involved delivering an SAS during early ANT activity), our agonist muscle findings are still supportive of the serial model. By advancing the ANT burst, we reason the AG2 trigger signal was also advanced. Our results indicated that the relative timing between ANT and AG2 was preserved, but because AG2 was elicited early relative to AG1, the two agonist bursts compressed together (see Fig. 1B and also Fig. 2) .
Kinematic data for the 20°movement were also disrupted by delivering the SAS at AG1 onset (see Fig. 3A) . Although participants attained an accurate peak displacement, the early braking force provided by the perturbed (i.e., early) ANT resulted in an increased amount of time needed to reach peak displacement. Although AG2 typically acts to reduce terminal oscillations (Berardelli et al. 1996) , in the current study, the function of the early AG2 appeared to accommodate for the premature ANT burst. Because the decelerating force provided by the ANT was elicited early, AG2 counteracted the brake, allowing motion of the limb to continue in the direction of elbow extension, thus completing the task of moving toward the target, albeit at a slower time course.
As suggested by Irlbacher et al. (2006) , and as supported by the results of our short movement condition, early activity of a muscle burst plays an important role in determining onset time of the subsequent burst. By manipulating movement amplitude, and thus prolonging onset of the ANT (to ϳ110 ms after AG1 onset) (e.g., Gottlieb et al. 1989a ), we were able to assess whether the preparation time course of the ANT (and AG2) bursts occurred similarly for movements of varying amplitudes. In contrast to the effect observed for the short movement, the SAS did not elicit the ANT or AG2 bursts for the long movement (see Fig. 4B and also Fig. 5 ). Because previous StartReact work has shown an SAS will not trigger motor commands assembled after the stimulus (Carlsen et al. 2004) , it appeared that for the long movement, the ANT burst was not programmed (to a sufficient level for SAS trigger) at the time of AG1 onset. We have therefore provided evidence that the time course of preparation processes involved in generating the ANT (and AG2) burst(s) occurred differently for short and long movements.
The focus of experiment 2 was to examine the existence of a critical time window for early elicitation of the ANT related to normal ANT latency. Whereas we did not find early elicitation when an SAS was presented with the IS or time-locked to AG1 onset (replicating experiment 1 findings), we did trigger the ANT early when the SAS was delivered before the expected onset of ANT. These findings suggest the time period in which the ANT burst can be perturbed with an SAS is related to ANT timing, rather than a set interval after AG1 onset.
A StartReact effect was observed when a SAS was presented with the IS, because premotor RT was reduced by ϳ35 ms without significantly affecting the structure of response. In contrast, when we presented an SAS 70 ms before the expected ANT, the whole response was not elicited early; rather, the AG1-ANT interval was shortened by ϳ15 ms. Additionally, the AG2 burst was also initiated ϳ15 ms early relative to AG1 onset but was not changed in relation to the onset of ANT. Despite an early onset, duration of the ANT and AG2 bursts were not modified from control trials. These results confirmed Error bars correspond to SE of burst onsets and offsets. To account for RT differences between conditions, all data were time-locked to AG1 onset. *P Ͻ 0.05, statistically significant differences in interburst timing compared with control (Dunnett's test). Control condition (80 dB presented at IS) is shown at top. SAS ANT-70 is shown in the 2nd row; note early onset of ANT and AG2 bursts. SAS delivery at AG1 onset is displayed in the 3rd row. SAS GO condition is shown at bottom; note that there were no significant changes in interburst intervals compared with control for the latter 2 SAS conditions. that for a long(er) 60°movement, the ANT burst was programmed independently from AG1, and that ϳ70 ms before expected onset, ANT preparation was at a sufficient level to enable early SAS-mediated release. Although our results are still supportive of a serial model of triphasic generation, we have provided strong evidence that the first 30 -40 ms of AG1 were not always critical in determining onset time of the ANT; instead, the critical ANT trigger window appeared to scale with movement amplitude, occurring in close temporal proximity with the nominal ANT onset.
Previous investigations have shown that during an RT task, prepared movements are elicited early if a startling acoustic stimulus is delivered simultaneous with the imperative signal (for reviews see Carlsen et al. 2012; Rothwell et al. 2006; Valls-Solé et al. 2008 ). The present data not only verify that the SAS can trigger preprogrammed movements but also extends the early triggering effects to individual muscle bursts within a movement. Indeed, through precise temporal delivery of the SAS during performance of ballistic single-joint actions, a significant disruption of the triphasic EMG pattern responsible for movement control was observed. By manipulating movement amplitude (and thus some temporal characteristics of the triphasic pattern), we also observed a differential triggering effect of the SAS, providing evidence that the time course of preparation of the bursts occurred differently for short and long movements. Our findings support the argument that the triphasic EMG pattern is not initiated as a single entity, but rather the ANT burst may be programmed separately from AG1 (MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) , with execution of each burst occurring in a serial manner (Irlbacher et al. 2006) . Furthermore, the trigger signal responsible for initiating antagonist activity appears to occur not in relation to the AG1 burst, but rather in close temporal proximity to the expected onset of the ANT.
The primary finding in experiment 1 was that for the short movement (20°elbow extension), delivery of an SAS at AG1 onset triggered the ANT burst early (Fig. 1B) . Previous work has shown motor commands could only be elicited early by startle if prepared in advance of SAS delivery (see Carlsen et al. 2004) ; therefore, it appeared that for these short movements, the ANT burst was programmed (and awaiting independent initiation) at the time of AG1 onset. We also manipulated amplitude and, by applying the same perturbation, examined whether the time course of ANT programming was affected by movement distance. In contrast to the effect observed for the short movement, SAS delivery at AG1 onset did not elicit the ANT burst early for the long movement (60°elbow extension) (Fig. 4B) . This inability to trigger the ANT independently for the long movement suggests the ANT was not completely prepared at the time of AG1 onset.
The principal reason for using two movement amplitudes was to modify ANT burst latency on control trials. For the short movement, the AG1-ANT interval was ϳ70 ms, whereas this value increased to ϳ110 ms for long movements. Because of the discrepant startle effects in the first experiment, we designed the second experiment to provide further insight into the time course of ANT programming for a long movement. We hypothesized the critical window in which ANT readiness can be probed with SAS may be tied to normal onset of the ANT, rather than a specific time after AG1. To test this, each participant's mean AG1-ANT interval was calculated, and an SAS was delivered at a set time before the ANT burst was expected. Presenting the SAS 70 ms before normal onset of the ANT triggered this burst early, confirming ANT independence for the long movement (Fig. 6) .
The findings obtained from the current experiments are compatible with predictions made by recent TMS investigations of triphasic generation. In one study, motor cortex excitability was probed at different time points throughout the pattern (MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) . Cortical excitability was found to increase immediately before the AG1 burst, but when the same muscle functioned as the antagonist, the excitability changes were absent. These authors suggested even though the AG1 burst may be mediated by primary motor cortex, ANT appears to be generated separately and subcortically. Because careful delivery of a SAS in the present study was able to elicit the ANT early and separate from AG1, our results provide support for independent programming of the ANT. In addition, we found evidence of ANT independence for more than one movement amplitude, thereby extending the predictions previously based only on short wrist flexion/extension actions.
Following up on MacKinnon and Rothwell's (2000) study, Irlbacher et al. (2006) investigated the influence of a carefully timed cortical silent period at different points throughout the pattern. When the silent period occurred within the first 40 ms of a muscle burst, onset of the next burst was delayed, but relative timing between subsequent bursts was not affected. However, applying the silent period outside of the critical first 40 ms of a burst did not disrupt interburst timing. These authors proposed that the triphasic pattern is executed serially, with primary motor cortex generating the trigger signal for each burst 30 -40 ms into the preceding burst. The findings from our short movement are compatible with this hypothesis. The control AG1-ANT interval (ϳ70 ms) from our study was similar to that obtained by Irlbacher and colleagues. By presenting a SAS at AG1 onset, we reasoned we could influence this critical window determining ANT onset. Confirming this prediction, a carefully timed SAS pulse elicited the ANT burst ϳ20 ms early.
Whereas our short movement findings are supportive of previous work, the long movement results provide evidence showing the first 30 -40 ms of AG1 were not always critical in determining onset for the ANT. Because the ANT occurred later for the longer movement, and SAS delivery at AG1 onset did not trigger this burst early, it appeared the critical ANT burst window was not always related to early AG1 activity. Instead, this critical period may have occurred later, closer to the expected onset of the ANT. We explored this issue further in experiment 2. Consistent with experiment 1, we first replicated the lack of effect of the SAS at AG1 onset; however, presenting a SAS 70 ms before normal ANT burst onset elicited the ANT early. Because an early ANT burst was only observed when the SAS was delivered at a set time before each participant's expected ANT, our findings confirmed the critical window for a larger amplitude movement occurred later and was related to normal timing of the ANT.
Despite the use of only two movement distances, the findings obtained in the present study should generalize to a wider range of single-joint movements performed with the speedinsensitive strategy. Because ANT latency is proportional to movement distance (Gottlieb et al. 1989a (Gottlieb et al. , 1989b (Gottlieb et al. , 1992 , the window in which ANT triggering can be probed (with an SAS or TMS) also likely scales with the size of movement. For very short movements, we have provided evidence that processes involved in ANT preparation occur in advance of response onset (AG1 initiation). For longer movements, it appeared that at least final preparation of the ANT burst occurred online, after AG1 initiation. On the basis of this pattern of results, we reason there likely exists a threshold movement distance whereby ANT preparation switches from occurring before AG1 onset to afterward. This threshold distance likely varies slightly from person to person, based on previous agonistantagonist interactions reaching the target.
The serial execution model proposed by Irlbacher et al. (2006) also suggested that the trigger signal for AG2 was determined during the first 30 -40 ms of ANT. Although the present investigation was not designed to specifically test AG2 generation, on trials where the ANT burst was elicited early, agonist activity was also disrupted. For the short movement, it appeared as if either duration of the AG1 burst was prolonged or the AG2 burst was elicited early, converging with the end of AG1 (see Fig. 1B ). Because AG2 initiation was proposed to be determined during early ANT, by eliciting ANT early, we reasoned the AG2 trigger signal was also initiated early. This interpretation was confirmed in experiment 2. For the 60°m ovement, AG2 was also disrupted, but because AG1 and AG2 were further separated, the two agonist bursts did not converge (see Fig. 6 ). It appeared that by advancing ANT, irrespective of movement amplitude, AG2 was also advanced by a similar amount.
Although the exact mechanisms underlying triphasic EMG generation and the StartReact effect are relatively unknown, combining recent descriptions for both provides a possible explanation of the results obtained here (see also Fig. 8 ). As previously mentioned, considerable evidence suggests AG1 is cortically generated and delivered via the corticospinal tract (e.g., Chen et al. 1998; Lamarre et al. 1981 Lamarre et al. , 1983 MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) , but less evidence supports a direct involvement of motor cortex control over the ANT. Instead, it was suggested that subcortical structures such as the cerebellum may be directly involved in its production (Irlbacher et al. 2006; MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) . To appropriately time ANT activity relative to AG1, the cerebellum has to be informed when AG1 was initiated. It has been suggested that a trigger signal from M1 may be sent to the cerebellum presumably by way of corticopontine to pontocerebellar fibers (Irlbacher et al. 2006) . Parallel work on primates Hore and Vilis 1984 Vilis and Hore 1980) and patients (Hore et al. 1991) has shown that lesions to (or damage of) cerebellum results in delayed antagonist activity. Similarly to the TMS studies discussed above, these authors concluded that an efference copy of cortically initiated agonist commands travels to the cerebellum and either begins the process of initiating the ANT burst (e.g., Hore and Vilis 1985) or directly acts as a trigger signal. The ANT burst would then travel down a brain stem-spinal pathway to the appropriate spinal level (MacKinnon and Rothwell 2000) .
To account for the movement triggering effects following SAS delivery at an imperative signal, it has been hypothesized that ascending activation from pontomedullary reticular formation travels to thalamus and then motor cortex to involuntarily elicit preprogrammed motor commands (Alibiglou and MacKinnon 2012; Carlsen et al. 2012 ). Here we propose that by precisely timing the SAS to occur 70 ms before normal ANT onset, this ascending activation interacted (at the level of motor cortex) with the trigger signal for the ANT burst. This trigger signal was elicited early and traveled to the cerebellum, ultimately producing the ANT burst 15-20 ms early.
The findings of the current study show that an SAS can be used to investigate the internal elements of a single movement provided there is delivery of the stimulus at a specific time relative to the pertinent variable. We have shown that for the braking force in the triphasic pattern of muscle activation, this critical variable is the ANT onset and a time window exists about 70 ms before its nominal onset when SAS triggering can occur. We reason that by carefully delivering an SAS at specified times, either after onset of one muscle burst or before the estimated onset of another, the time course of generating motor commands responsible for the control of movement can be determined for a wider range of movement amplitudes and a variety of actions.
